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ABSTRACT
Heterogeneity in virtual crowds is crucial for many applications, including visual effects, games, and security simulations. Nevertheless, tweaking the behavior parameters of a
character to achieve crowd heterogeneity is frequently hard.
In particular, it is typically unclear how tuning some nonintuitive parameters at the agent level will eventually affect
both the microscopic or macroscopic scale of the crowd. This
paper proposes an activity-centric framework for authoring functional, heterogeneous virtual crowds in semantically
meaningful environments. The specification of locations as
environmental attractors and agent desires are used to compute “influence maps”, which allow the emergence of heterogeneous behaviors in a large virtual crowd in a complex
scene. The same framework can also facilitate the authoring of complex group behaviors, such as following behaviors
or families, by treating moving agents as attractors. Accompanying results demonstrate the framework’s potential
by authoring crowds in different environments. The experiments highlight the ability to easily orchestrate purposeful,
heterogeneous crowd activities both at a macroscopic and
microscopic level with minimal parameter tuning.
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1.

Figure 1: A heterogeneous virtual crowd simulated
in a semantically meaningful environment using influence maps. Agents exhibit a variety of unique
behaviors, subject to their own individual desires
and the influence of their surroundings, and other
agents.

INTRODUCTION

Modeling heterogeneous behavior for agents in a large
crowd is important in various domains, including virtual environments, robotics, transportation engineering, psychology, visual effects, and games. The focus of this work is on
crowd simulation systems, which can be used for studying
humans in crowded situations, social behaviors, for architectural and urban design, or for training and emergency
evacuation.
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Crowds are ubiquitous and a realistic simulation of crowds
necessitates heterogeneity in the movement and behavioral
characteristics of individuals and groups, which contributes
to the properties of the crowd at an aggregate scale. The
environment, context, and the demographics play equally
important roles in influencing the crowd dynamics. It has
also been reported that humans exhibit noticeably different
behavior in crowded environments, where the presence of the
crowd triggers temporary changes in personality of individuals. To this end, it is crucial to model the influence of the
environment and other crowd members on an individual’s
behavior, in addition to an agent’s own personal desires,
as a governing factor to generate plausible, heterogeneous
crowd simulations.
Current approaches [1, 2] rely on simple rules and nondeterminism to inject variety in the visual appearance, movement, and behavior of crowds. Authors are tasked with tun-

ing parameters, which often may not be intuitive, to achieve
the requisite behavior at either the microscopic or macroscopic scale. Operating at the microscopic level allows for
authoring precision while macroscopic control provides ease
of specification. It is typically the case, however, that it
is not possible to achieve both. An animator tasked with
authoring large crowds is forced to tweak many different parameters that alter their choice of destinations, movement
and navigation decisions, and how agents interact with each
other and the environment, frequently in complex and nonintuitive ways. Scripting these parameters is tedious and
specific to a particular environment and crowd configuration, where even minor changes in the scene mandate an
overhaul in the specification. These challenges are further
exacerbated when authoring unique reactions of individuals
or groups as a reaction to dynamic events, such as the arrival
of a celebrity.
This paper proposes an activity-centric framework for authoring functional and heterogeneous crowds in semantically meaningful environments. End users annotate environments with semantics, such as locations, which attract
specific populations, as well as the desires of each population. Environment attractors and agent desires are used to
compute “influence maps”, which encode the relative influence of an individual’s surroundings on its behavior. Each
agent elicits unique behavioral characteristics that satisfy
its desires while accounting for the influence of the environment. Agents may influence each other, thus facilitating
the authoring of complex groups behaviors, such as families, and crowds following a person of interest, or keeping
safe distance from a suspicious individual. In particular,
our work provides an accessible interface for authoring and
synthesizing heterogeneous crowd activity.
Main Contributions. This paper provides the following
main contributions: (1) An activity-centric approach for authoring heterogeneous crowd behaviors that decouples the
specification of environment semantics (attractors) from the
crowd definition (desires). (2) A computational model for
encoding the influence of entities (environment locations or
other members in the crowd) on an agent, and its mapping
to behavior selection, including grouping behavior.
We demonstrate the potential of the influence maps approach by authoring crowds at various locations, such as
a shopping mall, a museum and an airport. This paper
highlights the framework’s ability in being able to easily orchestrate purposeful, heterogeneous crowd activities, with
control at both the macroscopic and microscopic level, with
minimal parameter tuning.

2.

RELATED WORK

The maturity of research in simulating and authoring crowds
has produced a wide variety of approaches that represent
different tradeoffs between authoring precision and ease of
specification. We refer the readers to comprehensive surveys [1, 2] and provide a brief overview below.
Simulation-centric Authoring. Several techniques have
been proposed to simulate the low-level dynamics of crowd
movement. These include particle dynamics [3], social forces [4],
velocity-based approaches [5, 6], and continuum models [7,
8]. Commercial software, such as Massive [9] and Golaem [10],
are simulation-centric where animators author the responses
of an autonomous agent to external stimuli and tweak simulation parameters to mould the emergent crowd behavior to

conform to the required specifications. This mode of authoring requires the animator to work within the limits imposed
by the simulation framework. As a result, animators often
resort to manual methods that provide more precise control, at the expense of significantly increasing the authoring
burden.
Data-centric Authoring. The work in [11, 12] synthesizes synchronized multi-character motions and crowd animations, by performing editing and stitching operations on
a library of motion capture data. Using this approach, the
user can interactively manipulate the motions of many characters, while having precise control over individual trajectories. However, the approach is limited to the database of
pre-recorded clips as large deformations and time warping
may yield unnatural results. Also, editing an individual motion may change the entire crowd animation, which is undesirable when orchestrating crowd activities with multiple
constraints. Motion patches [13] are environmental building
blocks that are annotated with motion data, which informs
what actions are available for animated characters within
the block. Motion patches can be edited and connected together [14], or precomputed by expanding a search tree of
single character motions [15] to synthesize complex multicharacter interactions. This concept is extended in [16] by
annotating spatial regions with agent trajectories to create
precomputed crowd patches, which can be connected to author large crowds.
Behavior-centric Authoring. In contrast, behaviorcentric approaches use logical constructs [17] and complex
models [18] to represent knowledge and action selection in
agents. Parameterized Behavior Trees (PBT’s) [19] are hierarchical, modular descriptions of coordinated activities between multiple actors. Smart Events [17] externalize behavior logic to authored events that occur in the environment.
Improv [20] and LIVE [21] describe behaviors as rules, which
govern how actors act based on certain conditions. These
systems are reactive in nature, and typically produce predefined behaviors corresponding to the current situation. Cognitive approaches [18] use complex models, such as decision
and neural networks to model knowledge and action selection in virtual agents. Normoyle et al. [22] proposed an
agent decision model using a stochastic graph and a series
of convex optimization problems in order to compute the
parameters for the heterogeneous crowd, which is difficult
to author. The use of domain-independent planners [23] is
a promising direction for automated behavior generation,
which provide automation while sacrificing authoring control.
Influence Maps. The concept has been used to model
agent-based decision-making in computer games [24]. Svensson and Johansson [25] build an intelligent influence mapbased controller for controlling “Ms. PacMan”. The current
framework is focused on computing the next desired location
for each individual agent in the crowd by using the influence
that the agent receives from the environment. As a result,
each agent will decide to go to different location based on
its own desires. Similarly, the robotics community have developed potential fields for crowd specification [4, 26], which
encode attractors and repellers in the environment to model
goal-directed collision avoidance. The notion of influences
has also been defined for agents as well. The work in [27,
28] define proxy agents which attract or repel other agents
to model group behaviors.

Figure 2: Semantically annotated environment,
where locations are agent attractors.

Figure 3: Influences of environment attractors on
an agent.

3.

values that are computed online by all environmental attractors.
Locations. A location l ∈ L is the physical location of an
attractor. It is defined as

INFLUENCE MAPS FOR CROWDS

Our framework establishes a relation between an environment and its inhabitants using influences which characterizes the degree to which a specific entity (an environment
location or another agent) attracts an individual in a crowd.
This relation is represented and computed using “influence
maps”, a well-known concept in the agent community that
we are leveraging them for our purpose [25, 29, 30]. Agents
exhibit behavior that is affected by the influences of their
surroundings, subject to their own unique desires. An influence map for a specific agent represents the relative influences of the surrounding environment locations, other crowd
members, and the agents final destination. A selection function queries the influence map of an agent to determine the
agents next behavior choice, by choosing the next location
to go, a crowd member to follow (or stay away from), or
make its way to its final desired destination.
Figure 2 depicts potential locations that could be used
as attractors for an agent inside a mall. Given these influence sources, an agent will select the location that exerts the
greatest influence. Figure 3 shows an agent with its top five
influences. Each bar represents a different attractor inside
the environment, while the color of the bar shows the type
of the attractor. Influences due to other agents are similarly
modelled and explained below. Our framework is computationally efficient and influence sources may be added or
removed on the fly, to facilitate dynamic environments that
produce emergent crowd dynamics.

3.1

Preliminaries

Attractors are entities that exhibit an influence on an
agent in the crowd, and maybe specific environment locations or other agents.
Environmental Attractor Type. The set R defines the
different types of environmental attractors. Such types r ∈
R can be specified by the author depending on the environment. The desire of an agent to follow a group or head
to one’s final destination are always included as available
environmental attractor types.
Agents. Assume a crowd of agents A is simulated inside a
facility. Each agent α ∈ A is defined as
α = hpα , pdα , td , W, Mi,
where pα is the current position of the agent, while pdα specifies the final target that the agent has to be before the time
td . W is a set of desires that the agent has for the different types of environmental attractors, W = {wr |∀r ∈
R, s.t. 0 ≤ wr ≤ 1}. Finally, M is the set of influence

l = hr, pl , o, omax , tmin , tmax i,
where r specifies the type of attractor this location is associated with, pl is the position of this location, o specifies
its current occupancy, while omax provides the maximum
capacity of this location. Each agent will spend some time
tl ∈ [tmin , tmax ] inside each location.
Groups. A group g ∈ G specifies a set of agents (g ⊆ A),
who will move together in the facility. In this way, each agent
αi ∈ g becomes an attractor for the other group members.
Influence Map. An influence map Mα is the entire set of
influences that an agent α receives from the environment.
The influence map for an agent α is defined as:
Mα = h{Il }, {Ig }, Id i

(1)

Where Il represents the influences that the agent receives
from all the locations l ∈ L of the environment, Ig describes
the set of influences from the group members g, if the agent
belongs to a group, and finally, the agent experiences an
influence Id from its destination. The next section describes
how we compute these influences.

3.2

Target Selection via Influences

The agent has to compute the influence map, Mα eq.1,
which is a collection of all the influences that the agent gets
from the environment, in order to decide its next target.
An agent α has to compute influences from all the static
attractors, {Il (α, l)|∀l ∈ L}. If the agent belongs to a group
g, then it will have to compute influences from the members
of this group, {Ig (αi )|αi ∈ g, s.t. g ∈ G ∩ α ⊂ g}. Finally,
the agent has to compute the influence from the destination,
Id .
The next target location ptα for the agent α is the location
of the attractor (environment location, group, or the agent’s
final destination) that currently has maximum influence over
the influence map, max(Mα ).It is possible for an agent to
select pdα and leave earlier than the specified tdα This could
happen because all the attractors have small influence, as
a result, the agent decides to leave the environment. Note
that influence calculations and target selection is performed
regularly (usually amortized over a few frames), and it may
be possible for the maximal attractor to change as the agent
is traveling to its current destination.

3.3

Location-Based Influences

Static locations in an environment attract agents based
on three metrics: (1) the desire that an agent has for this
region, (2) the occupancy level of the location, and (3) the
time that the agent has before departing the environment.
Agent Desire: An agent’s desire to visit different envir
ronment attractors is specified as wα
∈ Wα , where each location l in the environment is associated with a specific type
r of environment attraction, and has a multiplicative effect
on that location’s influence. Agent desires embed unique
traits in different crowd members, allowing authors to specify different crowd demographics, each with their own unique
set of desires. Note that authors may choose to specify the
desires of each individual in a crowd separately for extremely
fine-grained control, or cluster crowd members together into
categories of people, for ease of authoring.
Occupancy: The current occupancy ol of a location l
has a negative impact on its influence over an agent, which
decreases linearly, based on the following relationship:

Io (l) =


 1−


ol
omax
l

−∞

if ol ≤ omax
;
l
(2)
otherwise

Time: Each agent has a specific amount of time t to
spend inside the facility before the agent has to reach its final
destination pdα at time tdα . All the agents have to respect this
rule and should not visit a location where they will have to
spend more than their available time. The time that an
agent α needs for a location l is computed as the sum of the
following three terms: (1) time(pα , pl ), the time the agent
needs to reach l from its current position, (2) time(pl , pdα ),
the time α needs to go from l to pdα , and (3) tlα , the time
the agent will spend inside the location l.
In order to estimate time to travel between two locations
time(p1 , p2 ), we compute the path integral along the static
optimal path between p1 , p2 (computed using A* on a navigation mesh), and assume the agent travels along this path.
The total time tneed needed by an agent α is thus computed
as follows:

αi is not attractive to α, then the influence from αi will not
be strong.

3.5

Destination Influence

Each agent aims to leave from the environment at time
tdα . The desire to depart the environment increases as the
available time to departure t decreases. As mentioned before, the destination is treated as an attractor, where each
d
agent has a desire wα
∈ Wα and the location will apply
influence on the agent equals to:

 ∞ if t ≤ 0;
Id (α) =
(5)
 wαd
otherwise
t
where t = tdα − (tcurr + time(pα , pdα )). If t ≤ 0, then the
agent is already late and has to run towards pdα .

3.6

Dynamic Influences

The current framework allows the user to dynamically
add new influence sources in the environment. In this way,
the user can interact in real-time with the environment and
change the decisions of the agents. The tool supports the
interactive addition and modification of both location-based
and group-based influences. For example, a new agent could
appear in the scene (e.g., a celebrity), who may exude a
strong influence to most of the other agents in the scene.
As a result, most of them desire to follow this new agent.
In addition, the user could add or remove an attractor from
the environment. The agents will react to this change without any further involvement from the user. In case a new
location with influence source appears, the agents will start
getting influenced by this location. Removing one influence
source the user makes the agents indifferent to this location.

tneed = time(pα , pl ) + tlα + time(pl , pdα )
The time that the agent will have inside the environment
after visiting the location l will be: t = tdα −(tcurr +tneed ). If
t < 0, then the influence is negative and the agent will definitely avoid visiting this location. Otherwise, the influence
is computed as follows:
Il (α, l) =

3.4

r
t · wα
· Io (l).
t+1

(3)

Group-Based Influences

Agents in a group g influence each other, and serve as
moving attractors. An agent may be in multiple groups.
The influence that an agent αi ∈ g applies on an agent α is
computed by:
g
Ig (α) = wα
· Il (α, li )
g
wα

(4)

where
∈ Wα is the desire of the agent α to follow the
group g, and Il (αi , li ) computes the location-based influence
that agent α gets from the location li that agent αi is currently heading to. As a result, if the current destination of

Figure 4: Dynamic dependencies between desires
are modeled with a directed graph. Edges correspond to how a visit to an attractor of type A will
effect the agent’s desires.
In addition, the user can tune both the desires that effect
the exo-centric influences and the desires that are used for
the ego-centric influences on-the-fly. This can happen either through an authoring interface where the end user can
change the desires of the agent as the user wishes, or through
parameters that the user specifies. These parameters affect
how much using a type of attraction affects the rest of the
desires of the agent (see figure 4). The Kij values show the
rate of change that one type of attraction will change the

other desires of the agent. These values can be either positive or negative. The new value for the desire j, after the
agent visited an attractor of type i, will change based on the
function:
W(j) = W(j) + Kij · W(j)
(6)
The end user can use this tool in order to control the order
of attractions that the agent will visit. For example, after
the agent visits a food store there is large probability that
he would like to visit the restroom. Then the multiplier
for using the food store and then restroom could be high
enough to dominate all the other desires. Moreover, the
end-user can reduce the desire for an influence type after
the agent uses it once, and as a result, the desire to use the
same location again or a location of the same influence type
will be reduced.

4.

AUTHORING PROCESS

Authoring a scenario entails three modular and independent steps: (1) Environment Semantic Specification, (2)
Crowd Demographic Specification, and (3) Group Specification. A key benefit of our approach is that the environment
and the crowd can be defined independently of each other,
allowing authors to easily compare and contrast different
crowd behaviors across environments.
Environment Semantic Specification. Content creators
such as game level designers or artists define rich, complex
virtual worlds and embed it with environment semantics
which annotate the manner in which different environment
locations may attract different subsets of the crowd. This
is specified by associating a specific location l in the environment with a corresponding environment attractor label
r. Optionally, the degree of influence of a specific environment attractor may also be specified. Each attractor has
an influence type, its own maximum capacity and an interval of time a person will spend inside the attractor (fig.5).
Authors can use our graphical user interface to easily add,
remove or edit environment elements on the fly.

Figure 5: Attractor Specification.
Crowd Demographic Specification. The author first
specifies different agent categories, each with their own unique
set of desires, modelled as weights Wα , and desired final
destinations. A specific crowd instance comprises a relative
different distribution of the different categories of agents, to
produce a varied crowd, that exhibits different behavioral
characteristics based on the influence of its surroundings and
its own individual desires. Note that an author may work
at different levels of granularity depending on application
needs, by either specifying unique desires for each individual
in a crowd, or creating coarse categories of similar agents.
Group Specification. Authors may additionally create
agent groups where members of the group influence each
g
other. If an agent is in a group then a desire value wα

defines the desire of the agent to follow its group members.
For example, the author could model a family using the
group behavior. The members of the family will belong to
the same group and in order the members to stick together
g
the wα
value should be high. The leader of the group will
have smaller desire to stay with the group, as a result, the
leader will select to visit a different attractor and the rest of
the member will follow this agent. A behaviour of a crowd
following a guide at a museum can be modelled similarly.
All the agents that desire to follow the guide will be in the
same group with the guide and their desire to stay with the
group will supersede other desires.
Specification Benefits. The proposed specification interface provides a minimal, yet sufficient abstraction to empower end users to efficiently author heterogeneous crowds.
This is in contrast to existing solutions which require authors to manually specify intermediate destinations for each
agent in the simulation. Additionally, prior methods do not
have any means to enforce constraints such as the maximum
occupancy of buildings, which is automatically satisfied using our method. Our approach also facilitates modular and
iterative authoring of crowds and environments. End users
can incrementally increase the complexity of crowds and environments by adding new attractors and desires without
having to re-specify the behaviors of previously defined agent
behaviors.

5.

APPLICATIONS

We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach by authoring
functional, purposeful crowds in a shopping mall, airport,
and art museum. The examples presented in this paper
were created with the Unity Game Engine [31] and show
how the proposed technique can be applied to a variety of
crowd simulation scenarios. Experiment details of all the environments are detailed below. Animations of the resulting
experiments can be seen in the accompanying video.

5.1

Mall

This example shows a simulation of a crowd inside a mall.
In the mall there are 11 attractions that the agents can go to
based on their desires. There are six different types of attractors: vendors, restrooms, food stores, coffee shops, benches
and ATMs (fig.2). The agents have a desired time to depart
the facility. This is not a strict constraint in the case of a
mall, so the desire to reach the destination is not as high.
As a result the people will spend significant time inside the
mall.
Default Behavior: The desires of the agents have been
randomly selected between 0 and 1. This means that there is
an equal probability for an agent to visit a location of each
type. Moreover, the desire of an agent for an attraction
drops after the agent has visited a location of that specific
influence type. Finally, it is enforced that an agent will not
visit the same exact location after leaving that location. Figure 6(top) depicts the default behavior of the agents inside
the mall. A series of images taken at different points in time
shows the accumulation of people inside different locations.
In the end, all locations have similar density of visits except
the center one, which seems to have more. This is due to
an increased maximum capacity for this location, which is
difficult to reach given the number of agents. The agents
try to avoid locations with high occupancy, which results in
many pedestrians prefering to visit this location instead the

Figure 6: Change in density distributions of agents over time. Top: Default specification. Bottom: Reduced
desire for coffee and food store.
other smaller attractors.
Groups: For this experiment there is 40% probability for
an agent to be part of a group. The desire of an agent to
follow the group is a random value between 0 and 0.5 instead
0 to 1. As result only a smaller number of groups are formed
during the simulation.
Variations: By changing the distributions of desires for
the different type of attractions, the crowd will adopt new
behavior. In the following example the desire for all the attractions are selected between 0 and 1, except of the desires
for the coffee and the food stores that are selected between
0 and 0.1. This means that the desire of the agents to visit
one of these locations is quite low. Figure 6(bottom) shows
that the density of visits to these 3 locations is limited. Only
few people decide to visit these locations.
The dynamic influences are also tested in this environment. In the first scenario the agents were executing the default behavior of the experiment. During lunch time, however, the desires for the agents to visit a food store were
increased. Figure 10(center) shows that during 1:00pm to
4:00pm there is an increased number of visits to the food
stores while the visits to all the other locations is decreased.
When people fulfill their desire for food the influence from
the food stores drops and as a result, people will visit different locations inside the mall again. The second scenario,
shown in Figure 10(right), also takes place during lunch
time, but now the agents like to use the restroom or get a
cup of coffee after their lunch. This scenario is created with
the dynamic influences tool such that after an agent visits a
food store, the desire to visit a restroom or the coffee shop
is increased.

5.2

Art Museum

This example shows the capability of the framework for
authoring complex group behaviors, such as following behaviors or families. The agents are simulated inside an art
museum, where it is common for people to move in groups.
It is not mandatory the semantic information to specify a

location. For this example, the different influence types represent different artists, while the influence source is placed
in front of the exhibit that the people would like to visit.
This way the desires of the agents will be based on a specific
artist and not based on the location of the exhibit. In the
museum there are 6 different types of influences, i.e., artists,
and 25 locations.

Figure 7: Left: Groups of people are formed in the
museum. Right: two big groups of people follow the
two guides inside the museum.
Default Behavior: Similar behavior to the mall is tested
in this scenario. All the desires are randomly selected between 0 and 1 and the same rules for maximum capacity per
location are followed.
Groups: Grouping behaviors can be achieved by treating some moving agents as attractors for other agents. The
member of the group with the highest influence on the group
will be the attractor for the other members. This agent will
decide to go somewhere in the environment based on the
influence map created by the attractors’ influence and the
agent’s desires. All the other members of the group will
select the position of the group leader as their target. Nevertheless, it is possible for a group member to be attracted
by a different attractor in the environment and leave the
group in order to visit this location. Given the influence of
the leader of the group, the agent who deviated from the
group might return.
In a museum there is a large probability to see families
where the father or the mother is the leader of the group

and the rest of the group members follow the leader. There
are also groups of people moving all together and admiring
the exhibits. Moreover, there are many groups of people
following a guide, who will take the role of the group leader
and will act as an attractor for the people that belong to
this group.
This scenario examines the capabilities of the framework
to form grouping behaviors. In order to see groups inside
the facility the probability of an agent to form a group is
increased to 80%, while the desire of an agent to follow the
group is also selected between 0 and 1, in contrast to the
previous example where the desire for grouping was selected
between 0 and 0.5.
Variations: A similar test case as in the previous scenario where the desires are selected from 0 to 1 and then
some desires reduced to 0.1 has been tested. Figure 8 left,
shows that all the locations are uniformly visited with more
density around the statue in the center and the art around
the statue, that is made from the artist A. Figure 8 right,
however, shows the same crowd with the same location semantics, but the desires of the agents to visit exhibits made
by artist A reduced. As a result, these location do not attract many people this time.

Figure 8: Left: the distribution of visits where all
the desires are randomly selected between 0 and 1.
Right: The desire of an agent to visit most popular
locations is now quite low.
The last scenario shows two guides with each one followed
by a group of people. All the members of the group, i.e., the
visitors of the museum, will be attracted to the guide and
will try to stay as close as they can to this guide, Fig.7
right. Each guide is specialized to exhibits made by a specific artist. To model this behavior each guide has different
desires for each influence type.

5.3

Figure 9: This environment has a lot of attractions;
however, the agents have high priority to be at their
target on time.

agent behavior, without using an activity-centric authoring
paradigm. For an end-user to have a heterogeneous crowd,
one will have to specify intermediate locations for each individual agent. On average, an agent visits 5 attractors during
the simulations in the presented environments, see Section
5. In each environment about 200 agents are simulated and
about 1000 intermediate targets have been selected. Figure
10 shows the visits per attraction type in different points
in time. Something not so trivial for the end-user to respect is the maximum capacity value for each attractor. The
end-user cannot blindly select intermediate targets for the
agents. These intermediate points should be valid for all
the agents. In addition, the end-user should not provide an
intermediate target further away from the agent’s exit, especially when there is not much time left before the departure
of the agent from the facility. The proposed method can
easily deal with these situations without needing any user
involvement. Figure 10 shows that after the environment
has the semantics the agents select to go to different locations. The deviation of the visits between attraction types
is because the agents have to respect all the rules imposed
in the environment, such as maximum capacity.
After the targets for the agents have been specified, the
agents will not be able to adapt their decisions and visit
new locations inside the environment. For example the scenario where the end-user decided to increase the desire of
the agents for food store cannot happen. The end-user will
have to know about this change before hand, in order to

Airport

The last example (Fig.9) shows that when the final destination has a high priority, the agents will not be attracted
to intermediate locations. Instead, they will actively try to
reach their target as soon as possible. For example, in an
airport many people will try to get to their gate early, even if
they still have time available inside the facility. Only some
people will decide to wander around the airport and visit
vendors before they go to their gate. This can achieved by
specifying smaller desires for the rest of the attractors and
increasing the desire of the agents to reach their target.

6.

EVALUATION

In this section, we estimate the complexity of authoring a
comparable crowd with the same extent of heterogeneity in

Figure 10: Number of visits per attraction type in
the mall when agents’ desires are selected randomly
between [0, 1] for all the type of attractions.

Figure 11: Number of visits per attraction type in the mall over time. (Left) Most people are attracted by
a food vendor during lunch time. (Right) After the people fulfill their desire for food, dynamically change
their desire to use the restroom or have a cup of coffee.
specify the intermediate targets of the agents given this information. In contrast, our proposed framework can easily
handle this scenario by simply increasing the desire of the
agents to visit a food store. Figure 11(left) clearly shows the
increase of the desires during 1:00pm to 4:00pm. Most of the
people decide to visit the food stores, while the density of
the visits to the other attractors drops but it is not 0.
Another interesting scenario is depicted in Figure 11(right),
where the desires of an agent dynamically change after the
agent has visited the food store. For this example the rate of
change (Kij ) between food store and coffee shop is 1, which
means that the desire to visit a coffee shop will be doubled
based on the equation 6, and 0.5 between food store and
restroom. It is interesting to notice that after the pick for
the visits to a food store people have already started visiting
the coffee shop and the restroom more than before. Until
after the lunch time where the desire of the people to visit a
food store is now low, on the other hand the desire to visit
the coffee shop or the restroom stays high.
Early (min)
Late (min)
People Late

Mall
16.53
0.12
1

Museum
13.28
2.43
3

Airport
83.38
0
0

Table 1: The first row shows the average of how
early before the time limit people have left the facility. The second and third show the average time
people left after their time limit and the percentage
of people that left late from the facility, respectively.
The primary task of the proposed method is to simulate
heterogeneous crowds in a semantically meaningful environment. Nevertheless, the agents still need to reach their target on time. If the desire to leave the facility is not high
enough the people will try to stay as long as they can. If
there are no attractors for the agent to visit and also be on
time out of the facility, then the agent will leave the facility
earlier. Table 1 shows the average time that agents are leaving the environment and how many of them were late. For
the tested environments, inside a mall only one agent was
late by 0.3 minutes, while all the other agents were leaving
on average 17 minutes earlier than their desire time to leave.
For the art museum only 3 agents left late from the building, while in the airport that it is important for the agents

to be at their destination on time the agents were at their
destination on average 83.38 minutes earlier.
Computational Performance. All the experiments ran
in real-time (> 60 fps) on an Intel Core Duo 1.6 GHz with
8GB of RAM. The only computation that is needed for the
agent to select the next target is the computation of the
influence map. Overall, the computational performance of
the method scales linearly with the number of agents and
environment locations.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an activity-centric approach to
authoring heterogeneous, functional, purposeful, crowds in
semantically rich virtual environments. Central to our approach is the specification and modelling of how environments and other crowd members influence the behavior of
each individual, contingent upon its own personal desires.
Our approach affords several benefits. Authors have the flexibility of designing environments and crowds independent of
one another. Large, yet varied crowds can be synthesized by
specifying only a handful of intuitive parameters, and expert
users still have the flexibility of fine-grained control over specific individuals in a crowd, or the ability to author complex
group dynamics such as leader following, and families. We
demonstrate the benefits of our approach by authoring three
scenarios including a mall, a museum, and an airport.
For future work, we would like to conduct a usability
study to evaluate the tradeoffs between authoring fidelity
and ease of specification. The use of computational intelligence (e.g., domain-independent planners) to facilitate the
authoring process is an interesting avenue of future exploration. Finally, our focus in this work is to author crowds of
background characters. Complementary to our work is the
sunthesis of foreground character activities that conform to
narrative constraints.

8.
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